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We Deliver
The Best!
Transit Sales International (TSI) specializes in supplying quality, used transit buses to customers in
the U.S., Canada, Mexico and points throughout
the World. Our buses are procured only from
reputable U.S. sources known for their thorough,
ongoing maintenance programs. Most of our
inventory comes from the Western U.S. where the
mild climate leaves these buses in outstanding
condition and ready to be put back into service
in a number of applications. From 60’ articulating
buses to 22’ shuttles and everything in between,
we have the used transit buses that fit your needs.
Transit Sales International and its affiliated companies have been serving the bus industry for
over 50 years. TSI knows all aspects of the bus
industry from fixed route service to long and
medium-term bus leasing, to complete remanufacturing and bus sales.
Family owned and operated with four generations of experience to back it, TSI puts customer
service and satisfaction first. With over 1,000
buses in inventory, we have the world’s largest
selection of makes and models. Many of our buses are wheelchair lift equipped and most have
air conditioning. We have the means to help you
meet all of your transportation needs.

tour operations and seasonally at many ski resorts and amusement parks around the country.
For over 27 years, Complete Coach Works has been
the leading provider of reliable transportation
solutions that meet the needs of our customers
while providing world class products backed by
superior services. Whether we are providing bus
remanufacturing, interior rehabilitation, accident
repair, or alternative fuel conversion, our team of
over 350 experienced employees always strives
for customer service and satisfaction first. Known
for the ground-breaking all electric ZEPS Transit
Bus (Zero Emission Propulsion System), Complete
Coach Works has proven its dedication to quality
and innovation that has made each job a success.
In keeping with our customer-focused philosophy, we have had multiple inventive successes
in field operations including the completion of
a two-year contract for Puerto Rice AMA where
a remote facility was established with a team of
75 specialists to complete the operation. Our
proven accomplishments have met the needs of
customers from all over North America’s Transit
Municipality Agencies including San Francisco
MUNI, St. Louis Metro, and Indianapolis Indigo.
Complete Coach Works has a demonstrated capability of performing any contract with the highest
standards of quality and reliability to always meet
every job with success.

Shuttle Bus Leasing began its operations over
30 years ago. SBL, previously known as Shuttle
Bus Leasing, specializes in providing short to The affiliated companies are active members and
medium-term leases of high-quality transit shut- support numerous national and state associatle buses for a wide range of applications. With tions, such as American Public Transportation Asmultiple locations within the United States, SBL is sociation, Canadian Urban Transpiration Associaable to provide leasing service to accommodate tion, United Motor Coach Association, American
various transportation needs. SBL was a proud Bus Association, California Transit Association,
supplier to G4S, the U.S. Winter Olympics in 2002, California Bus Association, Airport Ground Transand Vancouver Winter Olympics in 2010. You may portation Association and numerous other state
also find our buses operating at national parks, associations and has a client relationship with the
construction sites, airports, university campuses, US Department of Commerce
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